
Title : Verdensrum IV, Japan: Landscape/Portrait
Visual performance with 3D-projections, 3D-sound and Japanese butoh

Description

Travel notes. Kôyasan, Japan april 2012 

 ”... The Okuno-in cemetery, Kôyasan mountain and the surrounds left a lasting impression on me. The 800-year-old, 
super tall cedars; the rice paper lamps, that glowed in the dark;  the water tanks, we washed our hands and mouths in 
as we moved gradually closer to the sacred areas; and finally Kobo Daishis’ resting place behind a screen with cedars 
in the background and guilded lotus leaves in the foreground. Very atmospheric  ... The rice paper-covered sliding 
doors shimmered with a mysterious light that had no obvious source and no breeze to explain the shimmering. The 
entire scene filled me with peace - almost like a foretaste of the "Ryôkai " that was maybe waiting...” 

The performance Landscape/Portrait is inspired by a Japanese mandala ritual practiced by the monks of the 
Kōyasan mountains and the characteristic Japanese landscapes associated with the ritual. Furthermore it 
draws on the power filled Japanese form of expressive dance – butoh  - and the sound of the shakuhachi 
flute.

The physical arrangement of this performative work is reminiscent of the tableaux found in Japanese 
temples. It consists of three parallel 3D-projections, which variously alternate and play together, contrasted 
by butoh of Sayoko Onishi and Kinya Tsuruyama.

The 3D-projections - the visual story
The viewer is led through an abstract mountain landscape shrouded in mist and then guided along 
labyrinthine routes surrounded by magical landscapes and Buddhas – in this instance the Buddhas come in 
the form of a modern businessman and a trendy urban woman. Upon arrival at the center of the maze the 
hands of the Buddha appear on the middle screen performing traditional gesticulation (mudras) - 
symbolically mixing the two mandalas. It all culminates in photo-realistic scenes from the Kumano River and 
the Pacific Ocean - shrouded in fog and mist.

The dance
The dancers - Sayoko Onishi and Kinya Tsuruyama - are part of the tableau. They replace the meditating 
person in the center of the tableau who must merge the two mandalas - the masculine mandala (Kongôkai 
mandara) and a feminine mandala (Taizôkai mandara) - instead the mandalas melt together in the dance. 
The dancers portray their respective mandalas: Tsuruyama is a modern Japanese businessman, and Sayoko 
takes the guise of a trendy Japanese urban woman. The dancers choreograph their movements in relation 
to the routes of the mandaras - the paths of a mandala landscape and the labyrinth in a mandala figure. 
Their bodies and movements represent a physical spatiality, which complements the virtual spatiality of the 
stage design. With the force filled form and transforming, withheld energy of butoh, they generate physical 
presence and gravity, which contrasts with the volatility of the 3D-projections.

The sound composition       
The basic ingredients of the sound composition are the shakuhachi flute and natural sounds such as 
croaking Japanese frogs and The Nachi Fall. Together with the sounds of crackling fires and metallic sizzling 
gongs, the composition references the Japanese and the landscapes. By means of sophisticated digital tools 
the performance's two composers - Jorgen Teller and Shinichi Watanabe -  transform the sounds into a 
modern and abstract musical universe. In Shinichi Watannabe’s case this is something unmistakably 
Japanese. The soundtrack works in three dimensions to match the three-dimensional visual element of the 
performance.

Purpose and content
With Verdensrum IV a unique 3D performance is created, which is based on a Japanese meditation ritual 
and the Japanese notions of nature endowed with spirits. The performance unites Asian spiritual 
philosophy with expressive dance, film, sound and modern 3D-technology, and is created for everyone to 



enjoy.

The performance offers focus, presence and reflection, as a contrast to the restlessness that characterizes 
modern life. As access to information becomes easier and faster, it is increasingly difficult for the individual 
to orient him- or herself and navigate a world, which seems unstable and boundless, and where choices are 
endless. 

In reaction to this bombardment of the individual with information and choices, a counter-culture is 
beginning to emerge; one which offers a different path to the superfast digital superhighway. This 
performance is located in this slow(er) lane -  artistically interpretated through Eastern traditions and 
philosophy that aim to focus the thought - and in the case of butoh focus the thought and thereby the 
movement - and thus bring the mind and body into harmony.

This is achieved by bringing together an ancient Japanese meditation ritual - kept alive by the monks of the 
Kōyasan mountains south of the mega city of Osaka - and the powerful butoh dance form, in a 
contemporary staged context.

Motivation
VERDENSRUM IV, Japan: Landscape/Portrait is inspired by a fascination with Japanese culture - the poetry 
of Japanese landscapes and shakuhachi-flute-music and the powerful expression of butoh. 

Furthermore, it is motivated by the aim to explore possibilities and perspectives within the field of 
traditional cultural forms and modern, technological possibilities and expressions.

The performance is created - both in terms of visuals and soundtrack - digitally and in three-dimensions. If 
it were to be categorized it might fall under the heading of abstract expressionism.

The powerfull Japanese dance form of butoh complements the sound and visual content, and offers new 
perspectives both for audiences whose interests may be primarily in the performing arts as well as those 
versed in the visual arts.

Japanese/Danish collaboration
The project is based on a research trip to Japan in 2012 made by architect and media artist Birgit 
Kjærsgaard, who developed the project. The journey was supported by The Danish Arts Foundation. In 
Japan Kjærsgaard experienced the ritual practiced in the temples of the Kōyasan mountains. Furthermore 
she walked the pilgrimage routes in the Yoshino and Kumano National Parks, which are also associated with 
the ritual. The research took place in a dialogue with monk, Daigen Kondo from Ekoin temple at Kōyasan 
and an employee, Motoko Todo from the Kumano area, who has since contributed some sound recordings.

In 2014 a work-in-progress version of the visual part of the project was shown in an exhibition in A trans 
C/O Gallery Zweigstelle, Berlin, DE within the prestigious "6th European Month of photograhy Festival".  

A story board was created in a collaboration between Birgit Kjærsgaard and stage director Willie Flindt, DK. 
The visuals for the event in A trans - still images and 3D-projections - were made by Birgit Kjærsgaard and 
produced with technical assistance from CAVI, Center of Advanzed Visualization and Interactivity, 
University of Aarhus, DK. Composer Jørgen Teller made the sound composition.

The whole project has now been developed further to include a visual performance with 3D-projections  
and butoh dance performed by Sayoko Onishi and Kinya Tsuruyama. Furthermore Japanese composer 
Shinichi Watanabe work with Jørgen Teller on the composition of the soundtrack. Danish - and former 
Japan-based director - Willie Flindt, directs the performance.  

More recently funding from the The Danish Arts Council has enabled further filming of landscapes in Japan 
and supported meetings with partners in Japan.

Due to the Japanese content of the project, the intention is to show the performance in both Japan and 



Denmark in 2017/18. 

In Denmark the performance will be shown at Open Stage, Aarhus during the Aarhus Cultural Capital City´s 
program for 2017 and afterwards in Kunstpunkt Berlin, Berlin, Germany within The Nordwind Festival. 

In Japan discussions are underway with Gallery Hakusen, Asagaya, Tokyo, Gallery Paris, Yokohama and 
Gallery Ecru-No-Mori, Mishima about showing an exhibition version of the project in 2017 to coincide with 
The Danish Embassy in Tokyo´s program for the celebration of the 150th anniversary of Japanese/ Danish 
diplomatic relations. Furthermore  Tokyo University of the Arts, Yokohama and Theater of Nagaizumi, 
Mishima among others are contacted to see, if they will host the performance. 

For further information regarding this project please have a look at:

http://verdensrum.wix.com/verdensrum

http://verdensrum.wix.com/verdensrum

